
EDITORIAL
by Yvonne Agazarian

SCT seems to be continuing to maintain itself, following
the flow between structure and chaos. Sometimes there
is too much chaos and sitting at the edge of the unlmown
to wait for the structure to emerge. Sometimes there is
an impulse to bonow structures that fit other organ-
izations but not yet ours. Apprehending spontaneously is
hard won.

THD CORE GROUP MEETING:
This November's Core Group meeting was different! We
worked systems-centered, crossing over the boundary
with distractions and out again with surprises and
learnings. We got all our work done with time to spare!
And each of us found ourselves comfortably taking our
own authority, a transformation in which I discovered the
authority in my administrator self! The detailed report is
on page 3 of ttris newsletter. Here I am reporting the
direction in which I am taking SCT so that it, and I, can
become independent of each other.

Every week. Anita, Claudia, Fran and I have been
meeting with Chris Stouffer. Chris is a lawyer who
specializes in developing structures that reflect the heart
and goals of new organizations. He also operates from
the SCT principles of watching and waiting to see how
our informal pathways develop before formalizing them.
He (and we) are currently marinating in our past and
present - and the five of us are sitting at the edge of the
unknown with a sense that some0ing is happening. We
are having a very good time.

We have laid out three major goals for SCT: 1) SCT
Theory and Research - the goal of contributing to
science; 2) SCT Training - making it possible for our
members to "do" SCT; 3) SCT Practice - applying the
SCT methods and techniques to the goals of change fm
individuals, small and large groups and organizations.
Practice covers three different and separate applications:
therapy, organizations and training (including, as a
separate branch, training Eainers). We are planning to
have a task force of those of you who want to make
formal input into the way that SCT organizes. It is very
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possible that by the April 1996 Core Group meeting we
will have a proposal of how to manage our organization
for our members.

SEPARATING SCT AND ME:
What we are exploring now is what it would mean to set
up SCT as a non-profit organization with a board. The
board would raise funds, set management policies, seek
grants and serve in an advisory, guiding capacity to the
organization. People sitting on tlre board would be those
who have experience in organizations and are not
attracted to stereotype solutions. Infonnation transactions
would be between the board and TAG, MAG of the
different Training Centers. My role would be to have no
more and no less influence on the development of SCT
than any other board member.

This raises the issue for me about maintaining some
influence in the way that SCT is used. SCT metlods and
techniques, as with any other formalized discipline, can
serve equally effectively as a driving or as a restraining
force. Every time we stereotype SCT responses, or fail to
explore the here-and-now unknown, we lose our systems'
center.

I am going to both maintain influence and also generate
income for myself by keeping a monopoly on training
designs and training materials. It is my intention to
develop a pool of materials, video and audio-tapes and
other training aids that anyone wanting to do a
presentation or set up a workshop can buy from me.

I hope having a central source of materials may manage
a current problem that is beginning to emerge in SCT.
As we know, SCT methods and tecbniques are
deceptively simple, but they only work if they are
practiced in the specific here-and-now context of the
goals of the change intervention. It will be important to
SCT as an organization that people (however much
training they have had) are discouraged from presenting
SCT before they have mastered SCT principles, and are
encouraged to use a fonnat for presentation that
maintains the integrity of the SCT approach. The general
systems orientation behind a theory of living human
systems belongs to everyone. Systems-centered practice
belongs exclusively to us. (SCT language is now
copyrighted, and Oerefore must not be used without
permission.)

Separating clearly the materials used in presenting SCT
from the activities of presenting SCT separates out my
income from SCT. No one yet has any idea whether it
would be easier for everyone to manage their own
contracts directly with their contractors, or whether SCT
as an organization could facilitate the contracting. We
can raise this at tle next Core meeting.

For now, given the finite quantity of my time and
resources, the center for training will remain in
Philadelphia. We will continue to have the bi-annual, 5-
day and weekend trainings. We will also be adding a
new, once a mont}, practicuum in leadership training in
both Philadelphia (last Wednesday of the month) and
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New York (first Thursday of the month). The goals of the
new training will be the step by step development of a
SCT group. Members will take turns in leading the group.
Anyone who has done the five-day training in
Philadelphia will be eligible.

Finally, our next new step will be our first SCT
conference which we are thinking of for 1997. We are
thinking of drawing on the model of group analysis,
which starts with a small group, followed by
presentations and workshops, and ending with a
conference-as-a-whole large group experience. Anyone
interested in being part of a Conference SIG (CAG) -
please give Fran or me a call.

IOURNAL:
The SCI Journal that we announced in the editorial of
our last newsletter will be in your mail any week now!
That will be roughly six to eight months between ttre
idea and the reality! The process of discovering how to
do produce ajournal has been an education for all of us
and many thanks go to our editor Irene McHenry and the
members of JAG. Also many thanks to our contributors
as they worked along with us in developing our standards
for style and fomrat. And last but not least, thanks to
Mickie for the layout. As you will see, the journal looks
beautiful. ADOPT-A-PAGE has been a success - our
Journal has been "adopted" to the tune of $900 which
covers abott 337o of our publication (printing) costs!

Continuing to differentiate between the SCI lournal and
the SCI Newsletter is our current discrimination. So far,
it is in the length and formality of the articles, and the
orientation, that makes the difference. The SCT
Newsletter essentially contains SCT relevant Eaining
and organizational news !

NEWSLETTER CI RCUI,ATION :
This is the first of our newsletters which will be going to
SCT members only and to those non-members who had
specifically asked for it. If you know of any other non-
members who want a copy of the Newsletter, please ask
them to call me and I will send them a copy!

New Training Opportunity!

ONCE R MONTH PBRCTICUM IN

LERDEBSHIP TBRININ6
IRST IUEONESORY OF THE MONTH

3:15-5:30 pm at Friends Hospital
4641 Roosevelt Boulevard, Philadelphia

TIBST THUBSDRY OF THE MONTH
2:15-5:00 pm at Washington Square Institute

4l E. llTh St.,4th floor, New York City

For information and starting dates
Call Yvonne Agazarian Qls) 561-7428
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Report from Core Group Meeting:
by Mickie Rosen & Yvonne Agazarian

This November's members of the Core Crroup meeting
were: Yvonne Agazarian Tove Riis Bradstrup, Claudia
Byram, Fran Carter, Susan Cassano, Lorraine Culver,
Lena Furgeri, Dick Ganley, Susan Gantt, Phyllis Goltra,
Douglas Johnson, Eileen Jones, Susan Lange, Tom
Michael, Millie Nevins, Suzanne Noble, Richard
Olieill, Katalin Palotay, Jim Peightel, Berj
Philibossian, Elaine Pratt, Mickie Rosen, Sondra Rubin,
Linda Scott, Anita Simon, Michael Stien, Cinnie
Thompson, and Steve Weinstein.

The following agenda was set:
1. To hear reports
2. Get a picture of where we are in the development of

&e SCT Organization and raise questions that might
get or trke us somewhere.

3. Shift the locus of control to the SCT membership
(based on the traditional SCT dimensions of
authority. accountability and responsibility in
contributing to the development of the organization)

4. Next steps

We heard reports from:
r Yvonne on the steps taken towards making

SCT into a fonnal organization (see Editorial)
o WEX (Work Exchange)
o VAG (Video Action Group)
o NAG/JAG (Newsletter/Journal Action Group)
e RAG (Research Action Group)
o Marketing and PR (PRAG)
o TAG (Training advisory group)
. OA SIG (Organizational Applications

Special lnterest Group)
o Austin MAG and TAG

(Management & Training Advisory Groups)
o SCT Bookkeeping.

I. WORK EXCHANGE
The Work Exchange Action Group members, Eileen
Jones, Mickie Rosen, Anita Simon, Linda Scott, Vicki
Wurman, and Cindy Shapiro with Rich Arrrington as
consultant, met on the Friday morning before the
weekend workshop.

Eileen told us that the work exchange program has been
very successful, and described the work exchange
program as it currently exists and reported the questions
that were generated from the wEX meeting.

Many important issues related to the decision to con-
tinue Yvonne's funding policy that "anyone can take
training regardless of how much or how little they
can pay" were explored. To avoid redundancy here, we
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refer you to Eileen's article on page 6, where she reports
in detail all of the questions that were raised and the
proposals tlat came out of this Core Group meeting.

Ir. RESEARCH ACTION GROAP ( RAG)
Members for RAG were solicited and the following
joined: Yvonne, Richard ONeill, Loraine Culver, Doug
Johnson, Millie Nevins, Jim Peightel, and Fran Carter. It
was agreed that research is a priority next step. Richard
ONeill reported that he presented the idea of SCT
research to his faculty at SUIIY. Rich has agreed to
coordinate the Research Action Group and asks that
anyone who is currently conducting SCT research or is
interested in SCT research, call Rich at (3f5) 4il-3t20.

III, MARKETING/PUBI,IC REIATIONS (PRAG)

Taking executive responsibility for marketing are Serge
Prengel in NY, Sondra Rubin and Katalin Palotay in
Philadelphia. Sandy reported that in 1995 her marketing
efforts were directed to promoting the upcoming Joumal.
In her report on page 8 she gives more detail and
proposals for the future. Any marketing Mta - please call
Sandy at (215) 232-2771.

IV, TRAINING ADVISORY GROUP (TAG)

Criteria for membership in TAG is based on people being
able to attend meetings in person or through conference
calls. TAG passed around its revised Training Options
Chart (see newsletter) together with a summary of the
objectives of the Foundation Level and the Intermediate
Level Training

Tag sees itself following where the SCT members walk
before laying down the paths for other members to
follow. Tag would like feedback from the membership
about how accurately TAG is reflecting what members
have learned and what they need to learn.

V. AASTIN MAG|TAG

Austin MAG (leading the way again!) as the frst part of
SCT where the subgroup is ready before the groupas-a-
whole can support its readiness, reported that during this
six months p€riod, SCT expected to start a five-day
training program in Austin. It became clear however, that
a five-day training in Austin would reduce membership
in Philadelphia and the weekends and five-day training
in Philadelphia are what fund SCT! (see page 8 lor full
report)

Alternative suggestions were that a monthly tmining
program be developed for Austin following the Friends
Series model - using the Friends staff to train the Austin
staff to do the series in their own setting. That a full-day,
once a month training, like the one in New York, be
explored for feasibility. That opportunities to take the
"Containing Role" be arranged for the Austin three-day



wo*shop. That training tapes be made available to
Austin (we did a supervision tape the next week fu
Austin who liked it very much).

VI. ORGANIZATIONAL APPLICATIONS SlG

Members of the OA SIG (formerly namcd organizational
developmtnt SIG) ue: Marvin Berman, Fran Carter, Tom
Hinchcliffe, Sandra Janoff, Tom Michael, Ruth
Littlejohn, and Berj Philibossian. Like all SCT SIG
groups, membership is open, so call Berj if you would
like to come to a meeting.

Berj reported that the OA SIG has gained strong
momentum - holding four meetings (at 7:15 am!) in the
fourtl quarter of 1995 - with members bringing in a lot of
energy to work and a wide range of resources. The four
meetings focused on identifying goals and a way of
operating that fit SIG members. Crossing the boundaries
and riding the turbulence paid off in substantial cohesion
and commitment among the members.

OA established the following goals: a) to develop
training materials and designs; b) develop, discuss and
evaluate current applications of SCT to organizations; c)
develop a translation of SCT language that is compatible
with business language; d) use SCT theory, mettrods and
techniques in OA's own meetings. An important question
was raised about how to link up with people outside
Philadelphia and with other OA SIG groups? If anyone
has ideas about this, would you please get in touch with
Bed at (215) 574-6575

VII. INTERNET . TELECONFERENCING
SCT's time has not yet come - but it is probably just
around tle corner. It is likely tiat the Internet will be one
of the ways that SCT lays down its paths - and that
teleconferencing may well serve for both training and
supervision.

VIII, BOOKKEEPING
Anita Simon is the "bookkeeping subgroup". In ttris last
half year - Anita has gradually sorted out Oe SCT book-
keeping! Although 1994 records are still in the unlmown,
some good approximations (thank you everyone) started
1995 - and in 1996 there is every probability that the
system will work!

Anita sees the need to have information collected about
who comes to what - and perhaps at the same time, a
form that bookkeeping can use easily and economically
to serve a dual function. Mickie is in Anita's subgroup,
hoping to standardize conference registration forms.

IX, .I OU RNAUNEWS LETTER (I AG/NAG)
JAG is an enthusiastic group as is NAG which is made
up of the same people. Cinnie Thompson "inforrnally"
expressed regret about JAG's "fonnal" request for APA
guidelines for writing articles. JAG appreciates the
feedback it received and hopes that those who had to
wrestle with the APA format will be pleased to know
that the APA format remains only as it relates to the
style for writing references. Like much else in SCT, JAG
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has already developed our own SCT Guidelines. Contact
Mickie Rosen for a copy. AII articles for the first issue
have been received and are in ttre process of being
edited and formatted. The goal is to have the Journal out
by February.

JAGNAG has proposed a logo contest. Look for specifics
later in this Newsletter.

x. vrDoo ACTToN GROUP (VAG)

Members: Anita Simon, Eileen Jones, Phyllis Goltra,
and Elaine Diniz. VAG is at the idea stage, around
developing training video tapes; SAVI tapes; and
communication tapes that model how to give and get
descriptive/constructive feedback (for the S-day) how to
translate tloughts into the bare bones of facts (for the
distraction exercise). and other skills in communication.
See Plyllis Golua's report on page 8 for further detail.
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Report from Management
by Mickie Rosen

It is nine months (appropriate amount of time fr
incubation) since Yvonne asked, what seemed to me
like a rather ambiguous question, "How would you like
to run things?" That was translated to mean "to see to it
that things get done," or in other words to manage SCT
as it moves along the path toward the goal of becoming
an independent organization which can function
separately from Yvonne. The bottom line is to relieve
Yvonne (and the training staffl from the full
responsibility of "handling and funding everything."
For starters, with the energetic help of people doing
work/study exchange, I have assumed responsibility fa
management of or overseen the following: a) scT
Membership, b) publication and disuibution of the
Newsletter and the new SCT Joumal, d) registration and
materials for the Fdl and Spring Philadelphia
Workshops, e) the updating of the general mailing lists
and mailings, 0 coordination of jobVwork to be done
with Eileen Jones and the work/study exchange program,
g) served as liaison to all the existing and emerging
Advisory and Action Groups.

As the transfer of responsibility continues, I and the
Advisory and Action Groups will take over morc and
more of the operations of the SCT organization. While
there is an abundance of motivation, cooperation and
energy to meet any task or challenge, there is a
significant lack of money to fund the activities of the
SCT organization. At present there are three sources of
income: 1) Yvonne, 2) membership fees, and 3) adopt-a-
page contributions and ads for the SC? Journal.If we are
in fact to become an independent organization, financial
responsibility must be transfened from Yvonne to SCT
and we need to explore additional ways to generate
income.

To date there are f38 SCT Members, all of whom are
listed on page 17 of Ois Newsletter. The names that are
in bold type with an asterisk beside them are either new
members for '96 or have already renewed their
memberships. It was decided at the November business
meeting to test out SCT principles of promoting self-
management by NOT sending out special renewal
notices and we are relying on members to send their
payment witl the renewal fonn (on page 27) to me as
soon as possible. The membership year runs from the
November 1995 Conference to the November 1996
Conference. People who had become members during
the last quarter of '95 have the option of paying for the
next year in full or paying an appropriate pro-rated
amount. The dues continue to be $55 (or more or less)
until a decision about the future membership fee is made
at the next business meeting on April 21, 1996 Since
membership fees are our primary source of income, I
encourage members to promote membership to their
colleagues who have not yetjoined.
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This Spring I expect to increase my responsibilities for
the management of the 5-Day Intermediate Trainings and
the Weekend Workshop by taking over the advance
arangements with the Konnan Conference Center fq
space, meals and refreshment breaks. I will continue to
arange for the advance mailings, receive requests for
invitations to the intennediate workshops (including the
5-Day Module 3 Experiential Group), send out criteria
and forcp field applications for them, and send out
confirmations, once Yvonne has received and reviewed
the force field applications. The only things to be sent
directly to Yvonne are the force fields that are a
prerequisite for anyone requesting an invitation to an
Intermediate 5-Day Training.

I will handle t[e advance registration for all of these
events, keep track of specific requests and paymens and
coordinate the on-site regisnation with persons taking
worUexchange. In November the on-site registrations
went very smoothly, however, the system for advance
registrations needs to be streamlined. To do this, I need
your help. Please fill out and return all registration forms
to me. Please, please, pleeeeease do not send or give
them or your payments directly to Yvonne! Send all
payments to me along with information about any of the
following: a) deferred payment plan, b) work/exchange
negotiations that were made with Eileen Jones, or c)
scholarship iurangements made with Yvonne. Funneling
everything through one person, me, will reduce erors,
simplify bookkeeping and provide me with the data to
generate an expense/income analysis for the Phila-
delphia training events. This data is extremely important
for the organization's future, when it will be taking over
the financial management of the Philadelphia Con-
ferences as well.

As I am writing this report, Yvonne has been writing new
job descriptions for me. These exceed any of my initial
expectations, but turn out to be right in sync with things I
have had in mind to do. To handle the tubulence at the
boundary of the unknown, it helps to remind myself that
"each time I think I lmow what it is my job to do, I'll find
out there is another and another and that each new task
brings with it a new challenge".

JOIN CRG
Conference flction Group

and take part in plans to present the first

Sgstems-Centered
Conference for

1997

Contact: Yvonne or Fran Carter (21, 561-0341



Report from Work Exchange
by Eiken Jones

Since its inception in January 1995, the WorUStudy
Exchange (WEX) project has become a large,
multifaceted subgroup in the SCT communify. We are
contributing to the efficiency of the SCT Organization by
being able to vector work energy into the services that
are necessary in providing tle 5-Day and Weekend
Trainings. This is also happening in Austin as well as
Philadelphia. Linda Scott has assumed tle role of WEX
coordinator there.

Up until now, with the help of Mickie Rosen, I have
made the decision about how WEX operates, getting
people and jobs connected, helping Yvonne and the staff
define and create jobs. I have also mentored participants
in ways to think about comparable worth of their work
with reduced fees and to be clear about the skills they
have to offer. It is quite difficult for some to see and
value alternative work skills that might be usable by the
organization.

The Work/Study Exchange operates on Yvonne's
policy/philosophy that:
o Anyone can take training regardless of how much u

how litde they can pay (ability to pay).
o The amount paid, (including work exchange or

"scholarship") is decided by the individual.l
Based on this I have clarified five options for people
requesting WEX:
1. Reduced fees and comparable work/time: The

person decides what they can pay and takes an
available job. The evaluation of work/time in doing
tlte job has been left to them.

2. Reduced fee of a minimum dollar amount: I get
from Y.A. her costs per person for the Five Day and
Weekend Trainings. This is a bottom line figure,
witout fees for her or staff. This can be used as a
parameter for minimum payment with work
exchange. The participant decides what to pay.

3. Reduced fee without WEX: This operates like a
scholarship (without guidelines). It is arranged
directly with Yvonne and also SCT saff for other
trainings, e.g.. Friends Series. (They forego the
difference in their fee).

4. Deferred payments: Participans pay full fees over
a period of time. The amount of the payments and
the length of time to pay is up to them. We are now
clarifying how this should work for the organization.

I There is no external criteria set for how people decide what
amount to pay. At tbe core meeting, Yvonne disagreed with
Steve Weinstein's proposal to base amount of payment on
income levels and wants to maintain the poticy that people
take tbeir own accountability and responsibility (as a way to
see how this works).

Do we rely on the person tro submit payments or do
we bill and who does it" (Anita or Peggy)?
Presently there are no carrying charges for this. I
have been offering deferred payment as an option
when I have no jobs available.

5. Straight \YEX-No fee: It is possible to anticipate
a need for the organization and create a job. This is
how Work Exchange carne into being and part of
Mickie Rosen's payment as her job as Administrator/
Coordinator fon ttre SCT Organization is through
WEX. It takes lots of time, energy and imagination.

Currently all of these options are being utilized As we
clarified these guidelines a series of questions have
emerged which I think have to be explore( further
clarified and answered by the organization, the SCT
community and the WEX Project. In order to kgin this
process I sent a letter and questionnaire to the 30 people
who are part of WEX and called a first meeting at the
FaIl '95 Training in Philadelphia. Eleven people sent
back the questionnaire and five people came to the
meeting. (Mickie Rosen, Anita Simon, Linda Scott,
Cindy Shapiro, Vicki Wurrnan). Rich Armington acted
as consultant. In defining WEX as it currently exists we
came up with the following series of questions that were
presented at the core meeting for consideration:

. How do we evaluate comparable worth in worUtime
and reduced fees?

o How do we rate the worth of the jobs being
exchanged and who rates them?

o What is the value to the SCT organization of the
work exchanged jobs?

o How do WEX jobs get assigned?
o What guidelines are applicable to WEX in other

sites? Should it be uniform?
. Can WEX and reduced fees be transferred to other

SCT sites. (Boston, Philadelphia, NYC, Austin).
Yvonne wants this and it does happen when I can
arrange it.

o How do WEX participants appraise tle worth of
their time/work/skills in a given job, for themselves
and for the organization?

o What sort of records shall be required in order to
track the job exchanged, time put in and the amount
of fee paid?

o What do we do when there is no available job
commensurate with the skills offered or when the
participant is not available when Oe job is?

One reason for articulating these questions so
specifically has to do with being able to respond to the
question of how to get Yvonne and the SCT organization
separated out. It begins to point out what she is paying
for, and how much and what the organization has to
consider in consolidating its role and goals.

Resulting from discussion and feedback at the General
Meeting in November, we came up with several
proposals Oat I list here:
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o Scholarship Fund: Currently all scholarships are
arranged directly with Yvonne, who funds them all.
It was proposed that a scholarship fund, to which
members contribute, be established in the future.
This could offer a way for people who had previously
benefited from "hardship fees", and now are in a
position to pay, to contribute back to the
organization so others may benefit.

r A Method for crossing the boundary into Work
Exchange Network - A WEX Form: The organ-
ization must make information about the jobs it
needs available to work exchange members. Work
exchange members need to identify the specific
skills they can offer as a way to defray training fees,
and as the "passport" to entering tie work exchange
network. Anita Simon proposed (the core group liked
i0 that the Work Exchange Action Group develop
and send out a questionnaire to get inforrtation
about skills people can offer in return for part of their
training fees. The fomr should list the jobs and skills
that the organization wants (transcribing audio/video
tapes, mailings, registration, marketing, fundraising
etc.). It should also include a message that a
prerequisite for getting work exchange assignment(s)
will be based on people demonstrating their
commitment and ability to function (as a contributor
to the development of the organization) by returning
the fonn and providing the necessary information.

. A WEX Bank: Claudia Byram proposed tle idea of
developing a Work Exchange bank in which we
could "bank" people's time and skills for future use
when Oere is no available or suitable job fa
exchange. (I am doing something like this, now).

o Work Exchange Mentors to mentor people into
Work Exchange System: It has been hard fm some
people to name their skills. Mentors, in addition to
myself, could be available for consultation to help
them identify them.

Anyone who has a response to ttris report or would like to
get involved in helping us develop guidelines, please
call me (212) 6734968 or write to: Eileen Jones at 225
East 5th Sreet, Apt. 5AR, NYC, NY 10003

Training Advisory Group Report:
by Claudia Byram

The Systems-Centered Training program continues to
develop as we discover what it takes to learn to apply
systems-oentered theory and technique in doing
psychotherapy. At the same time, work is beginning to
get done in the system-as-a-whole on developing
organizational applications of the Theory of Living
Human Systems. That work will eventually generate
training experiences specifically for organizational
development. Since systems-centered therapy is
relatively new, we have the opportunity of taking a fresh
look at what this learning requires and different ways of
getting ir.

The Training Advisory Group has taken on the task of
describing the "paths" that are emerging as people move
through tle training process. One major product of TAG's
efforts this year is the Training Options Chart describing
the Who? What? When? Where? of current training
opportunities. Along with this is a one-page description
of the training program as it exists at the moment. Our
second major product is a draft of learning objectives at
the Foundation and Intermediate training levels. This
draft is under review by the Core Group and will be
revised at our January meeting. Our next step here is to
clarify tbe Advanced uaining level as it is emerging,
including supervised application and co-leading
opportunities. Training for SCT trainers and workshop
leaders is also continuing to develop through co-
leadership, mentoring and workshop delivery (especially
the Friends Hospital Saturday Series staff roles).

Two other tasks are on the horizon for TAG. One is
continuing to develop the mentoring and assessment
process, so that members have a way of gaging mastery
as they move through training. On the further horizon is
the question of completion of training -- when are we
finished with the basic program, as opposed to the
ongoing developmental and theory work many of us
value so highly. Obviously the Advanced level training
activities and the overall assessment process will be
addressed first as we move into 1996!

TAG continues to meet abut every other month, on
conference calling time. We are learning a lot about
managing work in an environment that doesn't offer the
help of visual cues, and about managing the frustration
inherent in that task. Sometimes it is easier than other
times! Our January meeting was exciting in this regard:
we had atnost full attendance (one member was ill) and
our frustration level was lowest ever! We are also
exploring the use of smaller work subgroups for specific
purposes.

Active TAG membership is: Rich Annington, Claudia
Byram, Fran Caner, Elaine Dinitz, Dick Ganley, Susan
Gantt, Roll Fellows, Sandra Janoff, Charlotte Kahn,
Rich O'Neill, Mickie Rosen, Anita Simon, Steve
Weinstein, and Vicki Wuman.
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VAG-Video Action Group Report:
by Phyllis Holst Goltra

Working members include Anita Simon, Eileen Jones,
Elaine Dinitz and myself.

Our overall mission for VAG is to produce a short video
cassette tape of concrete examples of giving and
receiving helpful, constructive verbal feedback.

Our current task is to review existing video tapes
obtained during the SCT Five Day Workshop while
mentors received verbal feedback. This review serves as
identifying which verbal messages convey helpful and
constructive feedback and how these messages are
categorized within the SAVI (System for Analyzing
Verbal Interaction) system.

During our first VAG "review session" we began to
really identify which verbal behaviors appeared to
promote feedback as being useful and which behaviors
appear to be less useful or distancing. Then we truly
became excited about the potential uses for our &ask, i.e.
training in giving and receiving constructive verbal
feedback and teaching the SAVI system.

Fortunately, curent VAG members are in the Saturday
Friends SCT workshop series so we regularly meet ttre
night before. We are particularly interested in your
joining us if you have an expertise in "the video world"
or in script writing. Please contact me at215-545-8441.

Report .from PRAG: oy sandy nuoin

1995 was the beginning of preparing for the frst SCT
Joumal to be published in 1996. I generated a list of
publishers of Psychological Journals to whom I wrote
announcing the publication of Oe Journal and at the
same time invited them to place "Wish the Journal
Well" ads. I want to expand this list to include publishers
ofjournals of other disciplines.

At our last SCT business meeting the idea of generating
money ttrrough selling the Joumal for $25 to
organizations and clinicians was raised. I want to
develop a mailing list of professional newsletters and
publications in which we can place a notice about the
publication and sale of the SCT Journal (i.e. Family
Therapy, Group, Social Work, Nursing and
Organizational Development Publishers, etc.). If you are
interested in approaching your professional organization,
your alumni association, or clinicians, funnel the address
to me by calling (215) 232-2771 and I will send out a
letter and order form to you or directly to the publication.

Other proposals made were: l) to target advertising
about SCT training workshops to colleges, universities,
post graduate programs, and GAW organizations; 2) to
promote the sale of transcribed audio and video tapes
which are now being collected; 3) to attach a trailer to
the renewal notice asking people to consider adopting-a-
page in the SCT Journal. Since it was decided that we
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are not going to send out sepafate renewal notices, ttrat
request is being made through this newsletter.

I am feeling very alone in the PR/tlarketing boat with
nary a wave nor anyone tio subgroup with. Please join me
in my marketing boat so we can explore together
strategies to help SCT reach our goals of becoming a
financially independent organization.

New CEU Action Group Forming:
by Mickie Rosen

I am told tlat "overwhelmed" is a frame and not a
feeling, but, overwhelmed is what I think I was
experiencing when I read Yvonne's most recent memo...
"We need a CEU work exchange group to take over the
managemant of CEUs...All Yours!!!!

What a relief when Jeff Eiberson agreed to coordinate
the Continuing Education Action Group that is fonning.
Jeff already has experience processing a back log of
requests for Continuing Education credits (CE) and
certicificates of attendance (CA). Now that Jeff has

brought things up to date, it is time for others who want
to earn work exchange hours to climb into his boat and
row with him to new territories.

The goals the CEU Action Group are two fold: 1) to
develop a network of people from different areas to
process and disribute the CEs and CAs for each SCT
ongoing training group and/or event in their area. (Jeff
says this is easy - so long as it is done on an ongoing
basis and applications don't pile up); 2) to expand the
number of disciplines that can receive CEs. As of now
continuing education credits are available only to
psychologists. It is time to direct our energy to doing
what it takes to obtain credis for other disciplines as
well, such as Social Work, Marriage and Family
Therapy, Nursing, Addictions Counselors, etc. This is a

very important task and needs people who are comnitted
to this goal. Contact Jeff at (215) 5M-1767.

Uodate .from Austin: by ntn trminston

Management Group and Training Advisory Group:
In the past year both MG and TAG in Austin have been
active. We have been able to successfully separate the
functioning of these two groups in 1995 which allows us

to put on two conferenc€s a year, and now in addition, to
plan and implement other training needs of the larger
SCT community.

Management Group Report: In the past year we have
created a smaller sub-set of the management group that
meets separately. They have standardized the process of
running the conferences and in effect now put on the
three day conferences in Austin. This has been helpful in
allowing more resources to be focused on promotion and
marketing of the three day conference. We agreed to
broaden our mailing list and to put on a free public talk
to introduce therapists and others to SCT by having the
Austin TAG members share information both personally
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Austin Report continued:
and professionally in a panel format. Our frst talk was
well attended.

. In addition, we raised our conference fee and created
a cancellation and refund policy. The MG and Linda
Scott has clarified and implemented a work exchange
program. Lou Rigler has created a repayment policy and
monitoring progrrm that facilitates the work of collecting
money from attendees that want help paying their fee
over time.

Training Advisory Group Report: Austin began work
with Fran and Yvonne in creating a five day training
opportunity for Austin similar to the five day that is
presented in England. This five day is different than the
one in Philadelphia in that it would be for those
interested in working and learning extensively how to
work with their own defenses in a SCT context. This is in
contrast to ttre five day training in Philadelphia which
emphasizes how to facilitate the undoing of others'
defenses. TAG decided to postpone furttrer planning and
implementation on a five day when we realized that it
might draw attendance away from the three day
conference for which we were trying to increase
attendance.

. Roll Fellows'training group continues to meet weekly
on Thursday mornings with the criterion for joining being
that one has attended at least one previous SCT
weekend.

. TAG created a new on-going study group that will be
lead by co-leaders on the lrst Saturday of each month
(Susan Cassano and Rich Armington have volunteered to
co-lead ttre flrst series) following the next three day
conference (Yvonne and Fran will be in Austin on
February 23,24,25 for the next three day conference.
The goals of this study group as set by TAG are to offer a
Iow cost, on-going opportunity for attendees to the three
day conference to continue involvement in SCT. These
tlree hour Saturday morning meetings will have lecture,
experiential, and questior/answer components.

And finally, TAG has created a list of wants as our group
moves ahead in creating a broader and more complex
organization of management and tmining in Austin:
maximize the number of people given information about
SCT; structure training in Austin to increase skills,
provide follow up "debriefing" of intensive training, offer
an altemative to going to Philadelphia for intermediate/
intensive training; strengthen the driving forces of
interest in training in Austin; generate more resources;
manage current resources of time/energy/ money;
manage frustration, irritation about the size of
investments of resources; explore the desire for
simplicity; explore being on the edge of the unknown
while developing training/supervision as we also receive
training/supervision, as we also deliver training/
supervision; explore tle boundary between training and
therapy; explore the boundary between supervision and
training.
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SCT Presentations at the American
Group Psychotherapy Association
(AGPA) Institute & Conference:
by Susan Gantt

The availability of Systems-Centered offerings at the
American Group Psychotherapy Association's Annual
Institute and Conference continues to grow. For this
year's meeting, February 13-17, 1996, in San Francisco,
there are four different sessions with a Systems-Centered
focus or component.

Yvonne Agazaian is once again leading a wo-day
institute, "Defense Analysis in Systems-Centered
Therapy, on Tuesday and Wednesday. On Thursday,
Susan Gantt and Celia Huston are leading an all-day
workshop entitled "Using Boundaries and Subgrouping to
Contain and Integrate Splits." Friday is &e only day of
the conference without. a Systems-Centered presentation,
though Saturday more than compensates with both an
all-day workshop and a tlree-hour op€n session.
Someone on a quest for Systems-Centered training will
have a piece of "fork in t}le road" work in order to
choose which to attend. The all-day workshop is being
lead by Claudia Byram and Frances Carter; the
workshop is titled "Treating Anxiety and Depression in
Short-Term Groups: A Systems-Centered Model." The
three-hour open session, "Two Theories, Two
Techniques, A Demonstration," held Saturday morning,
is chaired by Gil Spielberg and has Yvonne Agazuiut
and Stewart Aledort presenting.

The number and strength of ttris year's offerings is a
testiment to the increasing application of the Systems-
Centered model, and makes it possible for an attendee at
the AGPA Annual Meeting to pursue, almost, Oe
equivalent of a Systems-Centered track at this year's
meeting. In addition, two other Systems-Centered
members are leading general process groups at the
Institute: Sydnor Sikes and Elaine Dinitz.

News from the
Organizational

New York
Development SIG '

by Joel Wiessler

The New York OD SIG has been established with a core
group of a half dozen people (Joel Wiessler, Joel Gavriel-
Gold, Vicki Wurma& Jon McCormick, Eric Schneider, and
KenHaldenstein). There is a mailing list of twice as many
people showing interest.

The group had decided on a meeting protocol of revolving
member leadenhip using SCT principles. The goal of the
group is self+ducation in applying SCT theory to OD
practice.

Future meeting will include peer-goup supervision,
discussions of jointly read OD literature from an SCT
perspective, and collaboration with Philadelphia OA SIG.

Anyone interested in joining, please call Joel Wiessler at
(212) 72L-4584 for scheduled meeting dates ard locations.
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Submit your entries to:
Cinnie Thompson . 230 S. Broad St. Suite 404

Philadelphia, P A 19102 . (215) 772-0533
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PROGRESS NOTES
ON SCT APPLICATIONS

IN ORGANIZATIONS
by Martin H. Berman

INTRODUCTION

I want to share some interventions based on SCT theory
and techniques in my work with two of my curent
consulting clients, Oe US Postal Service and a publicly
held, global financial services company of 1100
employees and gross revenues of over M50MM. The
following interventions illustrate direct application of
SCT methods and techniques in consultation within the
context of ongoing large systems organizational change
efforts. Intervention #1 involved facilitating the client
group's appreciation of isomorphic resonance within the
system-as-a-whole which solved our dilemma as to how
to reduce destructive splitting and defiant acting out and
ground the resulting apprehensive experience shared by
the entire group in a context that was solidly grounded in
the hard data of direct experience.

Intervention #2 highlights the power of functional
subgrouping and the use of vectoring, boundarying and
consulting to the subgroup boundaries as powerful
devices for intervening at the level of systemic character
defenses. As the group functionally shifted away ftom
supporting difference to exploring similarity, the fonn of
the system changed to meet the newly emerging goal
and by doing so was forever altered. It became possible
to see the system developing it's capacity to respond to,
incorporate and then integrate new information.

Intervention #3 involved work with tie Postal Service
group which underscored the principle of system
isomorphy and the critical importance of providing
opportunities for direct experiential (apprehensive)
before comprehensive learning. The fork in the road
between explaining and exploring is not likely to ever be
more graphic than it was for me or the participants. I
would greatly appreciate your comments and thoughts
regarding the works in progress I've presented and would
welcome hearing from others about their efforts in this
regard.

I'm particularly interested in the relationship of the
theory of living human systems and SCT specifically to
the growing appreciation in OD theory of organizations
as self-organizing systems. I'm also interested in showing

how the conceptual and functional skills contained in
SCT are in some cases precisely what is needed in order
to shift organizational culture toward decentralization of
functional authority and somewhat paradoxically toward
an increasingly centralized and integrated (vectored)
commiEnent to the organization's goals and objectives.

INTERVENTION #1:
Global Financial Services Company

My original role on the consulting team was as a small
group facilitator helping manage the activities in a large
meeting of 45 people. This group of the most senior
people in the organization wrts charged with re-
engineering the company's investment services division
into 3 market units; national, regional and community.
The group had revolted in the middle of the design and
was engaged in aimless debate and bickering, becoming
preoccupied with negative predictions and arguing
individual perceptions of what needed to be done.

The consultants were somewhat distraught wondering
how to regain control of the situation when I suggested
that we have each member reflect about his own
personal interest and attraction to one of the 3 markets
units: national, regional or community. They were then
to proceed to the front of the room and sign their names
on one of 3 flipcharts labeled with the name of that
particular market segment. This act expressed their
personal sense of connection (resonance) and
willingness to help that particular business unit define its
mission, vision and near-tenn action plan. The group
members began to file up to the front to sign their names
on the flipchars. They were then asked to convene as
subgroups and begin the process of defining their goals,
roles and action plans according to some predetermined
structures.

Each group had made significant progress on their tasks
but had found in each case they were unable to complete
the entire set of questions when it came time to report
out to the large group. I then pointed out to everyone's'
surprise that the portions left blank by one subgroup had
been the primary focus of another subgroup's attention.
Further, it was noted that the composite of all 3 reports
covered the entire spectrum of questions and action
items which needed to be addressed by all 3 groups. One
member asked me how likely was tlis kind of result
when using this approach and my spontaneous reply was,
"as likely as day following night." I was sqprised and
very pleased at how clearly the hypotlesis that
functional subgroups will contain all aspects of the
group-as-a-whole was born out at the level of containing
the workgroup-as-a-whole's content.
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INTERVENTION #2:
Global Financial Services Company

The Senior Vice-President for Human Resources asked
me to convene all of the people in the company who'd
been involved in facilitation training as part of their
corporate reinvention program now entering its third year.
The goal was to facilitate a frank and open discussion of
where the group saw the company going and what. was
the role of ongoing internal facilitation.

The design would be in 2 parts: functional subgrouping
around the participants' experience of the state of the
enterprise and Oen an open discussion of the future role
of process facilitation in the company. I insEucted the
group of 95 participants to arrange themselves in a large
undifferentiated circle in the hotel's ballroom, leaving an
open space in ttre center. Members self selected into the
center of the undifferentiated group based on their
resonance !o the named subgroup. The primary trsk of
these subgroups was to explore and deepen their
experience. They were to resEict their participation to
similarities and leave the issue of differences to another
subgroup to manage. Each subgroup was facilitated by
myself, or one of the 2 original facilitation skills trainers
(one of whom is now the Senior VP for Human
Resources). The other participants not in the working
subgroup were to take up the role of observers.

The initial subgroups forrned around skepticism and
resistance to tie task and the predictable attempts to
subvert the structure (see Intervention #1). The undoing
and/or spoiling defenses were contained by the
guidelines restricting participation to exploring
similarities and making proposals tlereby forcing
members to vector their energy into the group and on
task. By the end of the morning session, the group that
formed in the middle was made up of members from the
two earlier subgroups representing the conflict around
compliance and defiance. This group then proceeded to
have a frank, open and serious discussion of Oe conflicts
which arose in response to the most recent changes in
organizational structue. The long held norm of secrecy
had been broken and conflict had been legitimized as a
topic for open and direct discussion.

The communication pattern had changed in the course of
the morning's activities, such that the information was
shared not so much as an attack or complaint and more
as an expression of a difference laden with descriptive
data and feelings which could be clearly understood and
appreciated by the membership without resorting to
defensive behaviors. The group had made a significant
step in reducing their habit of externalization.

INTERYENTION #3:
U.S. Postal Service

As part of my current assignment with the U.S. Postal
Service I'm involved in assessing the competence of a
postmaster to lead her organization and a concurrent

organizational evaluation and intervention with the
senior management team.

The contract for work included a one-day off-site
intensive experiential session followed by a series of
facilitated meetings over the course of 6 months. The
goal of the day wits to explore the working relationship
of the team and identify ways in which the team's
functional effectiveness can be improved.

The relevant experience to SCT work came about
serendipitously. The postmaster wanted to play a
videotaped presentat"ion by the CEO of the postal service
as a part of her introductory rerurks for the off-site
session. The tape presented 5 specific areas of how the
management processes concerning communication
among management would change as a result of this new
program. The specific changes included:
o Helping Instead of Harassing (Management's job is

to make people successful)
o Evaluating lradership (Creating a norm of two-way

performance feedback)
o Establishing and Maintaining Focus (Establish and

Maintain functional boundaries)
o Sharing Success (Rewarding group-as-a-whole and

subgroup performance)
o Helping to Solve System Problems @eveloping a

socio-technical systems perspective)

o Training and Development (Enhancing
organization's ability to learn from experience)

The group roundly panned the presentation with
comments about how it was just more of the same self
serving, top-down empty rhetoric with no real basis in
the reality of what it means day to day for tle people
who had to get the mail delivered.

I noted the 5 areas on a small portion of a flipchart fm
my own reference and did not refer back to the list until
the surprises and learnings portion of the day's review,
when to my absolute surprise, and theirs, I found the
group had explored and worked with each of the areas
outlined by the CEO in his address. The analogy was
made to the pervasive passivity engendered by the
Western allopathic medical model and underscored the
importance of the group taking back authority to act on
its own behalf.

A somewhat more detailed description of the above is
available upon request. Contact: Marvin Berman, 1814

Beech Avenue, Melrose Park, PA 19027, (215) 635-
4208.

Articles welcome for the July Issue of the

SCT TRAINING NEWS
Deadline June 1, 1996

SCT News: c/o Mickie Rosen

70 Boucher Dr., Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006
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SAVI MIND READING ALERT
by Anin Simon

The important distinction between behavior and intention
is a relatively unfamiliar one in our culture. When we
talk, we often assume that ou intentions are explicit,
and therefore will be received as intended regardless of
the behaviors we use to deliver those intentions. Parents,
for example, who are trying their hardest to be helpful to
their teen aged child, are likely to not notice that their
helpful intentions are being thwarted by the critical,
judgmental, or mind-reading behaviors they are using.

Intentlon: I love you, I care for you, I'm wonied about
your safety, I'm worried about losing you, I'm mad - you
only asked me fc the car after your mother/fa0er said
"no!".

Behavior: Attack, Mind Reading

The way this sounds is: You must think I'm a pushover.
Where's your judgement? Take the car out on a night
like this? When you start showing some good sense then
come talk to me about driving the car.

The lack of awareness of this distinction between
intentions and the behaviors used to express those
intentions affects all areas of our lives. At work, fc
exarnple, a manager or supervisor may really like
someone's work, the behaviors Oey often use are
criticism of minute flaws.

In family settings, the fact that there is a grave
distinction between internd experience (intentions,
desires, feelings, and so forth ) versus behavior is often
ignored. A child or a spouse, for example, may want
something, but will not report that want to the other by
use of a behavior describing that desire ("I want a new
X"). Instead" believing that their desires are known to Oe
"other", they may use an attacking behavior such as "If
you really loved me, I wouldn't have to tell you these
things,." or a mind reading behavior "You don't care
what's going on in my life!"

These are examples of how although the intention may
be to cross boundaries into intimacy with self or others,
the behaviors used make boundaries less permeable so
that information about the intention is not transferred.

SAVI,I like SCT, is founded on the premise that
boundary permeability, allowing the transfer of

I SAVI (the System for Analyzing Verbal Interaction,
developed by Yvonne Agazarian and the author in 1964) has
been discussed in previous Newsletters.

SAVI is a framework for examining communication behaviors.
It divides comm-unication behaviors into three groupings: Red

Light: behaviors which minimize potential for information
transfer; Green LighL behaviors which maximize potential for
information uansfer; and Yellow Lighe behaviors which input
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information, is more affected by tle behaviors carrying
that infomration than it is by the content of the
infomration itself. For that reason, SAVI collects
infomration only about the type of behavior being used
when people try to communicate, and not about the
content they are talking about.

Certain patterns of verbal behaviors are toxic to
comnunication; they weaken the chances that
inforrration will be communicated across boundaries.
SAVI calls these patterns "Alerts" since, if we are
faniliar with them, they can alert us to problems in the
communication process itself.

Those of you in SCT Training groups, or who have had
the 5-day workshop, or have taken the Introduction to
SAVI workshop, are familiar with some of the more
common Alerts such as "negative predictions", "mind-
reading", "yes- buts", "intenninable complaints", c
"leading questions, and some skills to spot Alerts - both
those that happen in dialogues between two or more
people, and those internal dialogues we have within
ourselves.

In this article, I'll discuss the SAVI Mind Reading Alert -
a behavior illustrating the difference between internal
perception and external reality. Mind Reading behavior
is a behavior that tells what the speaker believes
someone else is thinking, feeling, or planning "as if' that
opinion is a fact. A Mind Reading behavior is labeled
"Mind Reading" whether or not the belief is true or false.
If person #l says "I know you are disappointed with me",
the statement is a Mind Reading behavior even pef,son

#2 agrees that they are disappointed.

The content of Mind Reading statements can be carried
in a variety of more helpful behaviors, illustrated below.

Mind Reading behavior: You don't like my reporl

Intention: To find out how the person likes the report.

Examples of replacement behaviors for the Mind
Reading:

new information. This information then has potential to be
responded to with either Red Light behaviors (in which case the
information is being used as ammunition to directly or
indirectly fight with) or it has the potential to be responded to
with Green Light behaviors (in which case the information is a

resource for problem solving). The example below shows a

piece of Yellow Light new infomraton coming into a group or
team, and Red and Green Light responses following:
. Yellow Light - new information coming into tbe group: We
now know specific bebaviors that predictably cause

communication problems, and people can be taught a

framework for selecting more functional behaviors.

. Red Light Response: Don't you really think that people can't
be taught !o communicate well because that's a natural talent?

. Green Light Response: That's exciting - maybe you could tell
us more about those behaviors at our next meeting...maybe we

could leam about our own problem-generating behaviors.
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. Giving personal information about oneself: I'd like to
loow if you like my report.
. Ouestion: What did you think about my report?

. Facts and question: You are frowning. Is something
bothering you?

Mind Reading behaviors may be difficult to shift,
because the internal process of guessing and making
hypotheses and predictions about what is going on is how
we fonn our internal picture of reality. It is our map (and
our only map) of reality. And for most of us, when we go
exploring, we like to have a map. The problems start
when in order to avoid the discomfort of "not kmowing"
what someone else is thinking or feeling, we create a
belief about it.

Any time our reality is disconfirmed ( e. g., someone
says our mind reading is not accurate) it creates
cognitive dissonance. That is usually uncomfortable. If
the dissonance is great enough, it may cause enough
pain to have us try to make the real world fit our internal
map instead of staying open to learning where our map
does not reflect the real world.

When that happens, instead of asking real questions to
see if our map actually describes the real world (i.e.
asking questions like "How did you feel just now when I
disagreed with you?") we try to persuade the real world
to change to fit our map by making persuasive
statements like "But don't you remember just last week
you got really angry when I disagreed with you?"; "But
you hate it when I disagree with you!"; "I just know
you're going to hate it if I tell you I don't agree with
you.", "Didn't you say just last Wednesday that you
thought Mabel was rude when she disagreed with Paul!"

In SAVI language, instead of moving from Mind Reading
behaviors (which is a Red Light behavior) to behaviors
which transfer infonnation about the real world by asking
questions about others or sharing feelings or data about
ourselves (yellow and green light behaviors), we move
to Square 3 (See The SCT Journal, Winter, 1996).
Square 3 contains competitive behaviors. When we use
Square 3 behaviors, we give our opinions presented as
facts that the listener "ought" !o already know
(Oughtitudes), and in various ways use behaviors which
persuade others that our map is true (leading questions,
yes buts, discounts).

Mind reading comes in two flavors:

Negative Mind Reading:
...Youte really not wanting to go to this meeting

with me.
...You really think my report is too long.
...You think we should visit your mother more.
...You think our group is too large.
...I krow you really like Alice better than me.

Positive Mind Reading:
...I just know we're going to get along just fine.
...We think just alike.

...We always lnow just what tie other one is thinking.

...He loves it when I make tomato soup.

...She's too shy to tell me, but she really likes.,....

...Don't you think this book is fascinating?

Positive mind reading is the meat-and-potatoes of the
phase of enchantment in groups, in the courtship period
of a couple, and fonns the core of a positive
transference. But because we feel so good in tlat state,
the behaviors being generated are often ignored even
Oough they are opinions being treated as fact. This can
make for a dangerous situation if the map and the
territory are indeed far apart.

It is as uncomfortable to test our positive mind readings
as our negative ones. Many cognitive distortions support
this resistance. Some of the most common distortions
clients report are: "I couldn't ask that - it would be rude";
"he/she would leave if I talked about that"; "that's too
personal"; "he/she will be angry with me"; and
particularly with women in premarital counseling
"Asking for what I want makes me sound too demanding/
bitchy/aggresive." The core of these beliefs centers
around a theme tiat it is better to stay in wishful fantasy
(with the possibility of finding out an unpleasant truth
after marriage or after a blowup) than to explore a
potential reality that this partner may not be thinking or
feeling what I imagine.

What helps is to normalize the experience of having
mind reading thoughts: Everybody mind reads the people
they are with. It's our way of using past data to predict
the future. Mind reading is really making a hypothesis
about the person you re thinking about. But having these
hypothesis ( e.g. "I think you are mad at me") is different
from putting that hypothesis into words to someone else
"as if it was a fact (e.g. "You are mad at me"). The
double danger of that inappropriate jump from thoughts
to hhavior (bypassing reality testing) is that tie Mind
Reader remains unaware that the mind reading may not
be true, and that the feelings likely to be generated (I'm
so mad at you because you're mad at me) are coming
from the mind reading and not from the other person, In
addition Mind Reading behavior often annoys the
listener, which creates other interpersonal problem for
the speaker.

The ability to spot Mind Reading behaviors and to help
clients explore their reality, is one of the easiest and
most helpful techniques we can apply to reduce the
symptoms of anxiety and to change well entrenched,
toxic interaction pattems in couple's therapy and in
groups2.

2 The technique for undoing anxiety coming from Mind
Readings is taught in detail in the five-day SCT Workshops.
The techniques for working with couples locked into a Mind
Reading pattem is taught in detail in the Inhoduction to SAVI
Workshops and the SAVI Applications to Couple's Workshops.
Information and dates for these workshops can be found
elsewhere in this Newsletter.
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SAVI TRAINING FOR A SMALL
TEAM IN CONFLICT

by Juli Fellows

This fall I had the opportunity to serve as a consultant to
a high tech company providing assistance to a 9 member
team which was experiencing serious interpersonal
conflict. The presenting problem was posed as very potr
communication and conflict with the manager's style. I
was hired by the Employee Relations manager, who had
spent many hours providing individual counseling to the
manager and team members. Given that an individually-
focused intervention had not been successful, I suggested
taking a systems approach. The ER manager was looking
for a tool which would provide direct, non-blaming
feedback to the team on its interactions. I recommended
that we use the System for Analyzing Verbal Interactions
(SAVD to code the team's interactions and then provide
them with feedback and training on SAVI. It was decided
that this pilot intervention would be called "Team
Problem Solving."

The ER manager and I observed and taped two hou-long
staff meetings. During the flrst meeting we described the
pilot progran and asked the team to set some goals fr
its staff meetings. After the second staff meeting I
trained the ER manager and an in-house trainer in SAVI
and we discussed and reached consensus on coding of a
20 minute portion of the meetings. Because of time
constraints for the in-house staff I coded the remainder of
the meetings alone.

I developed two four-hour training sessions for the team
to be taught on consecutive afternoons. Objectives of
the sessions were to learn SAVI, to use SAVI to
understrnd common patterns in their staff meetings, to
identify destructive loops (alerts) which can block
problem solving, to learn to defuse (decode) destructive
loops and to practice clear communication. The first
activities taught the 9 categories, using video clips from
movies and television to illustrate some of the
categories. I then taught about destructive loops such as
compete-compete or yes-but using fictional scripts which
I created. The team practiced defusing a yes-but loop.
Near the end of the first day I provided the team with a
visual analysis - using sequential bars of red, yellow and
green - of their staff meetings. We discussed the patterns
and the day ended with a brief homework assignment to
help them apply what they had learned.

The second day began with reports on homework
assignments. We practiced a variety of subskills that
day, including differentiating between fact and opinion
and defusing complaints and attacks. They then worked
in pairs to identify a personal destructive loop (alert )
and practice alternative ways of responding to that loop.
Throughout the training the emphasis wzrs on active
learning and use of many examples and illustrations of
the concepts. An optional individual follow-up
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consultation wittr me was offered to team members
wishing to discuss their personal communication patterns
in more detail. The manager and one team member took
advantage of this follow-up consultation.

lmmediately after the training team members completed
an evaluation forrr. These forms indicated satisfaction
with the training and its content and some belief that the
training would have a positive impact on the group's
interactions. Most of the participants reported that they
planned to apply this infonnation to work situations.

Approximately six weeks after the training a follow-up
survey was distributed to the team. It's important to note
that during the interval following Oe training the
organization experienced severe budget cuts. Two
members of the team were redeployed and the impact of
the cuts were profound ttrroughout the organization.
Nevertheless, those redeployed members responded to
the follow-up survey.

Despite the extremely unstable and difficult
environment, perceptions of the effects of the training
were surprisingly positive. Five of eight respondents
agreed that the training had had a positive impact on
their own behavior at work, three were neutral. There
was unanimous agreement that the training had given the
participants ideas of how to get "unsnrck" with people.
Everyone disagreed or strongly disagreed that the
training had made communication in the group worse.
Seven participants agreed or strongly agreed that this
type of program should be offered to other teams
experiencing difficulties (two responded neutrally to this
item). A number of team members reported increased
awileness of their own communication patterns and that
the training helped everyone accept responsibility fu
their group dynamics.

Conclusions: The SAVI training appeared to be
beneficial !o most of the participants despite profound
organizational stress. The grcatest benefits reported were
increased awiueness of personal communication
behaviors and ideas about how to get "unstuck" with
others. The part of the pilot which involved taping and
coding staff meetings and providing this information
back to the participants appeared less useful. This may
be because the participants were "on good behavior"
while being taped, or because the troublesome
interactions occurred mostly in one-on-one situations.
Many participants wished for some way to expand their
exposure to the concepts and skills, either through pre-
reading or pre-work before the training or through follow-
up training sessions. Having SAVI incorporated into the
organizational system (tbrough references in other
training sessions or in management development
sessions) would almost certainly increase the impact of
tie training.

Deadline for next issue of Newsletter!
June 1, 1996
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SCT: FROM TAKING IT
TO MAKING IT

by Richard M. O'Neill

In my last Systems-Centered Training News article (Vol.
3, No. 2, July 1995) entitled "Leaving the systems-
centered practice environment: Becoming a stranger in a
familiar land," I addressed the issue of how to manage
the turbulence encount€red on going from an SCT
environment 0o a non-SCT environment. Relatedly I
addressed the issue of generalizability, ttrat is, taking
developing SCT skills "back home" on saying goodbye
to an SCT environment. Since ttrat time, I have vectored
some more energy toward discovering how to apply SCT
skills "back home" both personally and professionally. I
have had a few surprises and have identified a few
driving and restraining forces. First off, I have been
surprised that it has been more difficult for me to
practice SCT in the environment of my personal life than
in my professional life as a therapist. However, in both
zueas, my main discovery has been that I could not
simply "cake" my developing SCT experience-base,
knowledge and skills "back home" and passively expect
my personal and professional lives to be different;
instead I found that to effect change I have had to
actively build SCT-oriented sructures by applying my
experience-based lnowledge and skills in ttrose
envkonments. More specifically, I have had to vector
energy towards thinking about me and my personal
experience in SCT terms and then apply SCT technique.
Here, of course, my own retraining forces (intra-system
defenses) work towards keeping me at a person system
level, that is, taking things personally. A related driving
force has been simply noticing that I am having an
experience. The very act of noticing is itself sometimes

enough to move "me" to my self-system. However, the
apparently simple act of noticing I have found difficult
and my next step is o learn some of what helps and
hinders the process of noticing.

Several other things have been driving forces in terms of
maintaining an SCT focus when "back home." The fint
has been setting up lines of communication between me
in Syracuse, NY outpost and other SCT members in
other areas of the country. I now meet by phone
occasionally with the Training Advisory Group and on an
every other week basis with an SCT-peer consultation
group. In both situations, we actively practice, practice
and practice SCT (A subgroup is hoping to make it to
Camegie Hall!) Another driving force (and credit for this
discovery must go to my good friend and SCT colleague
Steve Weinstein) has been listening to audio tapes of
SCT events. These almost daily refresher courses in SCT
theory and practice have helped significantly with
clarifying my thinking and in continually reminding me
that I have a subgroup of people willing to tolerate the
frustration of organizing one's own systems along SCT
lines in order to become more effective in life. Thanks
for listening. Goodbye for now.

From Yvonne Agazarian

Learning: that resistance to change is the stubborn
refusal to cross the boundary from irreality into reality. kt
the transitional phase between authority and intimacy
phases of group development" members resist the fact
that one can never have the relationships one "wishes
for", one can only bave the relationships one can make!
The facs of relationships with authority figures have to
do with work and interdependence - not intimacy! The
facts of developing intimacy have to do with accepting
ttre reality of differences - managing hate as well as
love! In short, making relationships in reality are
systems-centered not self-centered. The cost of trying to
tailor-make relationship fit self-centered wishes is
frustration and pain.

Learning from applying the above frame to a clinical
question in couples therapy: "what's the SCT response
to a couple when one parher wants more sex and the
otler wants less?" Answer: they are both in tle same
subgroup of not getting what they want! The clinical
work is for each to identify the defenses they are acting
out in the relationship to avoid accepting each otber's
difference in sexual rhythm (scapegoating? Making an
identified patient? depression, hostile retaliation?) The
relevant boundary is from irreality to reality. They cannot
make a relationship by changing each other. The
relationship they can make is the intimacy that comes
from accepting who each of them is!
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CONTACT PEOPLE:

Atlanta: Susan Ganu (404) 352-5393
Austin: Rich Armington (512) 306-0166, Roll Fellows (512) 346-1796, Yvonne Agazarian (215) 561-7428

Fran Carter (215) 988-9523
Boston: Yvonne Agazarian (215) 561-7428, Steve Weinstein (617) 488-3613, Fran Carter (215) 988-9523
Friends Series, Philadelphia: Claudia Byram (215) 561-0341, Dick Peters (610) 889-9318
Philadelphia! Yvonne Agazarian (215) 561-7428, Fran Carier (215) 988-9523
New York: Yvonne Agazarian (215) 561-7428, Fran Carter (215) 988-9523, Claudia Byram (215) 561-0341
Stockholm: Fran Carter (215) 988-9523, Claudia Byram (215) 561-0341
York, England: Yvonne Agazarian (215) 561-7428, Fran Carter (215) 988-9523 LisaWilson FAX 011 44 1904 433475

GENERAL MENTORS: Fran Carter (215) 988-9523, Claudia Byram (215) 561-0341
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This infonnation is for those of you who are interested in
the options for leaming about Systems-Centered Therapy
(SCT). The activities listed on the'WHERE TO CrO TO
GET WHAT' chart are part of an emerging network of
training resources. These resources can be explored as
your interests and skills lead you or approached in a
systematic way with the goal of becoming thoroughly
tmined in the theory and practice of SCT. In addition to
the resources listed on the chart" Systems-Centered
workshops are often offered through American Group
Psychotherapy Association Conferences and the
meeting s of other professional organ izations.

Systems-Centered training is a combination of
experiential, theoretical and technical training. You can
learn about Systems-Centered Therapy by attending
training events at the level that matches your interest
and resources - time, energy and money - from exploring
SCT to making a commitment to fonnal training.
Commitment to SCT tmining can vary from time to time
based on interest or on life circumstances.

The SCT approach to training is functional. The
emphasis is less on "checking off' certain experiences
than on actudly mastering oneself, the theory and the
technique.

Five working levels have emerged for people interested
in leaming SCT:

. Exploration

. Foundation Training

. Intermediate Training

. Advanced Training (no formal raining yet at
this level)

. Trainer Training (no formal training yet at this
level)

In exploring SCT you can attend training events once or
as many times as you find useful. Some find the
experiential work valuable for personal growth, others
want to learn the theoretical approach well enough to
compare it to their own, otlers use elements of theory
and technique in their current practical applications. At
this level of participation, you are your own guide,
sipping or drinking deep as your interests and resources
pernit.

,:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::,:,,,.::::::::::::::::::

:::l:::':,:,:::.:.:,l,.lSOUND 
SION

Some people discover enough value in SCT theory and
practice to consider making SCT a primary orientation to
their work. At this point it begins to matter whether the
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training experiences they are accumulating are building
a foundation for later work. Especially important at this
level is the personal development and training that
comes from working in an on-going experiential training
group, and working with sufficient intensity to explore
and contain one's own issues with authority. At a

' minimum, an experiential tmining group and some work
with theory are foundations to further work in SCT. If
you find yourself exploring this shift into more structured
training, you can make contact with an SCT Mentor to
find out more about the training process.

,r:1 ,,,::::,:,

STTERMEDIA.ffi ,.,.,I[RAINI.$,,IG

As people learn to work as members in an SCT group,
and to understand and contain tle dynanics of their own
authority issue, they become eligible to move to
Intermediate training experiences. The Intermediate
level of training introduces more focus on theory, on the
technical skills of SCT, on managing role boundaries
and on containing the dynamics of a group. As the
training progmm emerges, the transition to Intermediate
work increasingly involves working in the Containing
role in experiential groups, that is, working as a group
member but with the addition of conscious awareness of
oneself as a function of the group and of the group one is
a function of. Intermediate training itself is an emerging
series of 5-Day Workshops, the frst of which focuses on
learning the technical skills of basic defense
modification in Modules I and 2, while the second
focuses on work in Module 3. At the Intermediate level,
most panicipants work in a Theory group and a
Supervision group in addition to their ongoing
Experiential group.

INING

Advanced training roles and activities are beginning to
emerge. A Learership Practicum is planned. It is likely to
be a blend of experiential work, theory and supervised
application, with an emphasis on the integration of
comprehensive and apprehensive understanding in the
context of managing all relevant boundaries in an
application setting as well as some kind of rotating
leadership experience in a group of peers.

ii...... ,.,.........i..l...,.,..,.....,..,,.:,..,fn+Ut*UR,.,TRA[NNG , ,,.,,,,.,..,,., . ,....,,...,,.: ,,..

No fonnal training has emerged yet at this level. Some
elements of training experiences are available as staff
members for the Saturday Series at Friends Hospital in
Philadelphia.
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. FIRST MONDAY OF TIIE MONTII:
SAMPLING SCT

Everybody welcome to attend an introduclory
"explaining and exploring" of the SCT
experience. Container Role training available
for experienced SCT members.

. Where: Philadelphia County Medical Society
2lst & Spring Garden Streets.
On-site parking.

. When:6:00-9:00 pm
The first Monday of each month except
for August and September.

. Registration: $50 on-site or in advance.

. Contact: Yvonne Agazarian Ql5) 561-7428 tor
infomntion.

MONDAYS: SCT TRAINING GROUP

Perrranent membership in an ongoing ex-
periential training group from 6:00-7:30 pm.
Skill Training in SCT techniques of functional
subgrouping, boundarying, and the hierarchy of
defense modification. Optional T'ai Chi after
group from 7:30 pm - 8:15 pm.

Where: Philadelphia County Medical Society
2lst & Spring Garden Sreets. On-site parking.

When: 6:00-7:30 pm
Every Monday except the frst Monday
of the month.
Group does not meet in August or September

Registration: $25 on-site or in advance.

Contacft Yvonne Agazanan (215) 561-7428 for
infonnation.

a

a

. LAST WEDNESDAY OF THE MONTH:
SCT TRAINING DAY

The SCT training day includes:
Theory Seminar (9:00 - 10:45 am)
Experiential Training Group (11:00-12:45 pm)
Supcrvision (1:30-3:15 pm),
Leadership Practicum (3:00 - 5:30 pm)*
* Starting date for Leadership Practicurn

to be unounced.
These courses can be taken separately
or together.

. \[here: Friends Hospital, 4641 Roosevelt Blvd.
On-site parking.

. When: (sees times listed above)
The last Wednesday of each month except
for August and September.

. Registration: $40 per session, $50 for leadership
practium, $100 for full day, $140 for full day
with leadership practicum.

. Contach Yvonne Agazarian (215> 561-7428
Fran Carter (215) 988-9523, or Claudia Byram
(215) 561-0341 for information.

. LAST WEDNESDAY OF THE MONTII:
SCT TRAINING GROUP

Permanent membership in an ongoing ex-
periential training group from 6:00 - 7:30 pm.
Skill Training in SCT techniques of
functional subgrouping, boundarying,
and the hierarchy of defense modification, etc.

. Where: 1831 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia 19103

. When: 6:00-9:00 pm.
The last Wednesday of the month except
for August and September.

. Registration: $50 on-site or in advance.

. Contact: Yvonne Agazarian (215) 561-7428
for more information.
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. WEEKLY FRIDAYS:
ADVANCED SCT TRAINING GROUP

Perulanent membership in an advanced ongoing
experiential training group. Opportunity to
practice taking leadership role. Full membership
at present.

o Where: 1831 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia PA
. When: 4:15 - 5:45 pm

Dates for group meetings to be negotiated by
the group.

. Registration: $25 On-site or in advance.

. Contact: Yvonne Agazarian (215) 561-7428

WEEKLY FRIDAY SEMINARS: APPLYING
SYSTEMS.CENTERED TIIERAPY

A study group that looks at SCT methods and
techniques as applied to work with individuals,
couples, groups and organizations.

Where: 1831 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, PA

When: 2:30-4:00 pm

Dates for group meetings to be negotiated by
the group.

Registration: $25 on-site or in advance.

Contach Yvonne Agazarian (215) 561-7428
for infonnation.

o

a

a

a

SIX SATURDAYS: SCT WORKSHOP SERIES
. FRIENDS HOSPTTAL. PHILADELPIIIA

Two tracks offered with didactic, practice,
experiential and review components for people
new to SCT and people with prior SCT
experience.

. Foundation Level:
Fundamentals of SCT (for new members and
people with some exposure)

. Intermediate Level:
Work in the containing role as a step toward
SCT leader role. Particular attention to awareness
of boundaries, recognizing and undoing the
defenses that inhibit resonance, and learning to
sit at the edge of the unknown and contain.
(Must be qualified).

. Advanced Level: Staff roles offer leadership
training in preparation for leading workshops.

. Where: Friends Hospital, 4641 Roosevelt Blvd.
On-site parking.

. When: 8:30 am o 4:00 pm for Foundation Level
8:30 am to 5:00 pm for Interrtadiate Level

January 27r1996
N. Subgrouping in the Phases of Group
D ev e lo p me nt : P has e O ne -The I de nt ifre d P a i e nt,
the Scapegoat & the Many Relationships to
authority.

February 24,lgfti
V. Subgrouping in the Phases ofGroup
Developent: Phase Two-Enchantments and
Disenchanlments in Intimacy

March 30' 1E)6
VI. Sub6roupin6 in the Phases of Group Develop-
ment: Phase Three-The role of the Systerns-
Centered Member and Work in Conte*

September - 1996
I. kamin7 How to Subgroup
October - 1996
II. How to Develop a Working Group

December - lg}(;
III. How to Get Through Group Deferces

. Note:. Sessions IV, V, and VI are the last three
remaining in the 1995/1996 series. The next
full series begins in September. Specific dates to
be announced.

. Registration: $100 per session, $540 for the entire
seies (Attend all or any pan of series. Work /
Exchange options possible as always)

. Staff Contacts: Claudia Byram (215) 561-0341 or
Dick Peters (610) ffi4ffi
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SPRING AI\D FALL:
FIVE-DAY INTERMEDIATE WORKSHOPS

SKILL TRAINING

By invitation only: This is a five-day intensive
skill training in SCT techniques with video tape
feedback and peer review. Intennediate training
is for those who have been involved in SCT for
at least two years and are currently in an ongoing
SCT trainiing group. Opporurnity for working in
the Mentor Role.

Where: Konnan Suites & Conference Center
When:

Spring Intermediate Workshop VI 1:00 pm
Sunday, April 14 to 6:00 pm Thursday, April 18,
1996. Mentor Training with Fran Carter, Saturday,
April 13, from 8:30 am - 500 pm

Fall Intermediate Workshop VII 1:00 pm
Sunday, November 17 to 6:00 pm Thursday,
November 21,1996. Mentor training with Fran
Carter, Sahrrday, November 16, 1996 from
8:30 am to 5:00 pm.

Registration:
For Spring: $550 before April 1, $600 after.
For Fall : $550 before October 25, $600 after.

Contach Yvonne Agazarian (215) 561-7428 or Fran
Carter (215) 988-9523 for information & criteria.
For regishation: Mickie Rosen (215) 947-2818

GIVING & TAKING AUTIIORITY

By invitation only: This experiential group is for
people who meet tle following criteria: are SCT
members, have had experience as both a member
and mentor in the 5day intemediate training
workshop, curent participuion in an ongoing
training group, and a current practice that
includes the principles, metiods and techniques
of SCT.

Where: Konnan Suites & Conference Center
When:

Spring Intermediate Group III
1:00 pm Sunday, April 14 to 6:00 pm Thursday,
April 18, 19!)6.

Fall Intermediate Group YI
1:00 pm Sunday, November 17 to 6:00 pm
Thursday, November 21, 1996.

Registration:
Spring: $550 before April 1, $600 after.
Fall : $550 before October 25, $600 after.

Contact: Yvonne Agazarian for infonnation. For
registration: Mickie Rosen (215) 947-2818

o

a

SPRING AND FALL:
WEEKEND SCT WORKSIIOPS

Introductory and Experienced Group member-
ship available. Opportunity for working in the
Container and Mentor Roles.

Group A: For people new to SCT or for more
experienced members who want to work in the
first phase of group development.

Group B: For people experienced in Systems-
Centered work who want to work in the second
phase of group development.

Where: Koman Suites & Conference Center

When:
Spring Weekend Workshop XII 1:00 pm
Friday, April 19 to 1:00 pm Sunday, April 21,
1996
Fall Weekend Workshop XIII 1:00 pm Friday,
April 19 to 1:00 pm Sunday, April 21, 1996

Registration:
For Spring: $350 before April 1, $400 after.
For FalL $350 before October 25, $400 after.

Contact Yvonne Agazarian (215) 567-7428 or Fran
Carter (215) 988-9523 for information.
For registration: Mickie Rosen (215) 947-2818
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. MONTHLY TRAINING GROUP IN ATLA]\TA
with Susan Gantt

Monthly experiential SCT training group with
theory presentation and one hour of supervision
time.

. Where: 1819 Peachtree Road, Suite 603, Atlanta,
GA 30309

. When: 12:00-5:00 pm
Group generally meets the first Friday of the
month.

. Registration: $150. Regisration open.

. Contact: Susan Gantt (404) 352-5393

a

a

a

a

BOSTON TRAINING WEEKENDS
with Yvonne Agazarian

Experiential and didactic with opportunity for
Container Role.

Where: 259 Massachusetts Ave., Arlington, Mass.
When: March 16 and 17, 1996 (next weekend to

be announced)
Registration: $300 in advance or on-site.
Contacfi Steve Weinstein (617) 488-3613

BOSTON ONGOING TRAINING GROUP
with Fran Carter and Steve Weinstein

Experiential group with lecture.
Where: Steve Weinstein's home: 86 Boston Ave.,

West Medford, Mass. 02155
When: 1:004:00 pm. First Sunday of the month.
Registration: $80 on-site.

Contact: Steve Weinstein (617) 488-3613

. S.DAY INTRODUCTORY TRAINING
IN YORK, ENGLAND with Yvonne Agazarian
and Fran Carter

o \[hen: September 9 thru 13, 1996
. Contact: Yvonne Agazarian (215) 561-7428 or Fran

Carter (215) 988-9523 for information or Liza
Wilson FAX 011 M l9M 433475

. SCT TRAINING WEEIGND IN STOCKIIOLM,
SWEDEN with Fran Carter & Claudia Byram

A combination of experience, theory and practice
introducing S ystems-Centered work and providing
a foundation for ongoing experientially based
training in SCT.

. When: March 14, 15 and 16,1996

. Staff Contacts: Fran Carter (215) 988-9523 or
Claudia Byram (215) 561-0341

. SCT TRAINING WEEKENDS IN AUSTIN
with Yvonne Agaz:rian and Fran Carter

Introductory and intermediate experiential group
membership availabe.

. Where: Austin, Texas

. When: February 23,24, and 25, 1996
June 14, 15, and 16,1996

. Registration: $300 in aadvance or on-site.

. Contact: Rich Amrington (512) 306-0166 or
Roll Fellows (512) 3M-1796

WEDNESDAY EXPERIENTIAL STUDY GROUP
Group meets the 2nd and 4th Wednesday of the
month for SCT training.

Where: Austin, Texas
When: 12:00 noon-1:30 pm
Contact: Rich Armington (512) 306-0166 for more
information.

WEDNESDAY SUPERVISION STUDY GROUP
Group meets the lst, 3rd and 5th Wednesday of
the month for SCT consultation.

Where: Austin, Texas

When: 12:00 noon-1:30 pm

Contach Rich Annington (512) 306-0166 for more
information.

THURSDAY SCT TRAINING GROUP
Participants must have taken part in at least one
SCT Training Weekend to qualify.

Where: Austin, Texas
When: Weekly onThursday mornings
Contact: Roll Fellows (512) 346-1796

for infonnation about specific time and fees.
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. FIRST WEDNESDAY OF TIIE MONTH:
TIIEORY, SUPERVISION, EXPERIENTIAL,
AI\D PROCESS GROUPS

. Where: Washington Square Institute
E. llth Street,4ti floor, NYC

. When:
Theory: 10:00-11:45 am
Supervision Group: 12:00-1:45 pm
Experiential Group with co-trainer, Fran Carter:
2:00-4:00 pm (closed group)
Review of Experiential Group: 4:00-5:00 pm.

Groups meet the f,rst Wednesday of each monttr
except in July it meets on the 10th. The group
does not meet in August

. Registration: $75 Theory, $75 Supervision, $90
Experiential, $200 all day, $175 all day for out-of-
towners, Review $35 Additional charge.

. Contact: Yvonne Agazarian (215) 561-7428 or Fran
Carter (215) 988-9523

FIRST THURSDAY OF THE MONTH:
EXPERIENTIAL & SUPERVISION GROUPS
with Yvonne Agazarian

Where: Washington Square Institute 41 E. 1lth St.,
4tI floor,NYC

When:
Didactic, Experiential and Review: 9:00 am to
noon. Supervision: 12: 15-2:00 pm Leadership
Practicum: 2:15-5:00 pm (Starting date to be
announced)
Groups meet on the first Thursday of the month
(after the frst Wednesday) exc€pt in July it meets
on the llth and does not meet in August

Registration: Didactic, experiential and review
session $125, Supervision $75, For both $175
Leadership Practicum $50 additional ($40 if
taken in combination)

Contach Yvonne Agazarian (215) 561-7428 or Fran
Carter (215) 988-9523

FIRST FRIDAY OF THE MONTH:
EXPERIENTIAL GROUP
with Yvonne Agazarian

This is a closed experiential group
Where: Washington Square Institute 41 E. 1lth St.,

4ttr floor, NYC
When: Group meets on the first Friday of the

Month except in July it meets on Oe l2th.
Group does not meet in August or September

Contach Yvonne Agazarian (215) 561-7428

o

a

o

a

ONCE A MONTH FRIDAYS:
INTRODUCTORY TRAINING GROUP
with Fran Carter and Jon McCormick.

Ongoing foundation level SCT didactic and
experiential training group that is working with
issues inherent in the first phase of group
development.

Where: 315 W. 57th Street, #410, New York, NY.
When: Friday mornings, 9:30 am-12:30 pm.
Registration: For specific dates, fees and questions

Contach Jon McCormick (212) 246-8991or Fran
Carter (215) 988-9523

ONCE A MONTH FRIDAYS:
INTRODUCTORY TRAINING GROUP
with Fran Carter and Nina Klebanoff

Ongoing foundation level SCT didactic and
experiential training group that is working with
issues inherent in the first phase of group
development.

Where: 241 Central Park West, #18, NYC
\ilhen: Friday afternoons, 2:CI pm-5:00 pm

Registration: For specific dates, fees and questions

Contacft Nina Klebanoft (712) 7214582 or
Fran Carter (215) 988-9523

a

a

a

a
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. DYGPS/WIDENER UNIVERSITY 3RD AI\INUAL
SPRING CONFERENCE ON GROUP TIIERAPY

. Where: Widener University, Chester, PA

. When: March 30, 1996

. AGPA INSTMUTE AI\D CONFERENCE

. Where: San Francisco, CA

. lVhen; February 13-17,1996
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THOSE OF YOU WHO WOULO LIKE AN INVITATION
TO THE s.DAY EXPERIENTIAL GROUP WITH A FOCUS ON

EIUING RND TRKIN6
RUTHOR ITY

Please fill out the form below.

tr
T

tr
tr
tr

s-DRY INTEBMED I RTE EIIPEB IENTI Rt GBOUP
IN SYSTEMS-CENTERED THERRPY

RPPTICRTION CR ITt8Ifl BBE:

Membership in SCT.

Experience as both a member and mentor in the 5-Day intermediate
training workshop.

Current participation in an ongoing training group.

An intention to continue training in SCT.

A current practice that includes the principles, methods and
techniques of SCT.

NAME

ADDRESS

w(

Send to: Systenrs-Centered Training, c/o Mickie Rosen
70 Boucher Drive Huntingdon Valley, PA 19m6

(zts)947-2818 FAX (21s) 331-23s0

TELEPHONE: H (
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Join or renew now to be sure you are included
in the 1996 SCT Membership Directory!

MEMBERS RECEIVE

The Bi-Annual SCT Newsletter The Annual SCT Journal
SCT Membership Directory Access to Peer Mentorship

Names listed below with asterisk* are either new members or have renewed their memberships for 1996

Barry L. Adams
Frank Basler
Cheryl Bias
Maggie Brenner
Philip Chanin
Lawrence Decker
Jeffrey Eiberson+
Rolland Fellows*
Larry Galpert
Stephen Goldberg
Attila Grunczelsz
Robert M. Isaacs
Arlene Kahn
Geraldine Kelly
Deane Lappen
Patricia Lewis
Jon McCormick
Thomas Michael*
Arlene Neuman
Pat Otis
Jared Rardin
Sandy Orlo Rubin
Linda B. Scott
Anita Simon
Michael J. Stiers
Barbara W. Turner
Carol Walton
Victoria Wurman

Joan Adams
Susan Basler
Janet Boakes
Claudia Byram
Geraldine Costa
Eugene Della Badia
Louise Eidbo
Stephen E. Finn
Dick Ganley
Phyllis Holst Goltra
Susan Gutwill
Jeannine Jacques
Charlotte Kahn
Nancy Keys
Beth LaTurner Malitz
Martin D. Lowenthal
Irene McHenry
Lorena Monda
Mildred Nevins
Richard Peters
Louis Rigler*
Tom Saffrey
Edward Selekman
Jeanne E. Siverston
Kristin Sturdevant
Don W. Turner
Jacqueline Weiden
Deborah Z.eigler

Yvonne Agazariant
Sally Benson
Sara Beth Bosley
Marilyn Caldwell
Lorraine Culver
Chris G. Dematatis
Barbara Eisold
Cathy Frank
Susan Gantt*
Kathy Grandley
Thomas Hinchcliff
Sandra Janoff
Deborah Karnbad
Nina Klebanoff
Raymond Leibl
Alaire Lowry
David Mc Millan*
Barbara Mumma
J. R. Newbrough
Berj Philibossian
Michael Robbins*
Tatrtrrah Scachtel
Cindy Shapiro
Will Sloan-Kavanaugh
Cynthia Thompson
Mary Vander Voort
Steven Weinstein
Ellen L. Ziskind

David Altfeld
Celia Berlin
Aaron Botbyl
Frances B. Carter
Judy Cunningham
Renata Di Florio
Jay M. Erin-Grotsky
Lena Furgeri
Joel Gavriele-Gold
George Greenberg
Carl Hodges
Douglas Johnson*
W. Michael Keane*
Bunny Krein
Bob Lipgar
Claude Marchessault
Joan Meil
Brendan B. Murphy
Suzanne Noble
James Peightel*
Meyer Rohtbart
Karyn Scher
Albert Sheldon
Denise Oades Souter
Vicki Totten
Tracie Vergara
Joel Wiessler

Rich Annington
Marvin Bennan
Tove Riis Brandstrup
Susan Cassano
Diana L. Davis
Elaine Dinitz
Juli Fellows*
Susan Gair
Lillian Goertzel
Sally Grenard-Moore
Celia S. Huston
Eileen Jones*
Jai Keller
Susan Arnold Lange
Ruth Littlejohn
Una Mc Cluskey
Lisa Mersky
Verena Murphy
Richard O'Neill
Elaine Pratt
Mickie Rosen*
Ed Schneider
Sydnor Sikes
Sarah B. Stewart
Beulah Trey
Clara Walmsley
Deborah Winegar

Annual Membership Fee is $55 (or more or less)
The new membership yeax runs from the November SCT Workshop )fl, 1995 to the November SCT Workshop XItr, 1996

tr I WANT TO BECOME AN SCT MEMBER fOT 1996

tr I WANT TO RENEW MY SCT MEMBERSHIP fOT 1996

Please list me in the SCT Membership Directory as indcated below.
Please checkwhich address to use as your mailing address!

Name: (Please Print)

E Home

! Worl/Office

Home Phone: Work Phone: FAX:

Enclosed is a cluckfor $ 

- 

payable to Yvonnc Agazarian
SCT Membership, c/o Mickie Roscn, 70 Boucher Drive, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006
* lt is our policy to suppon the wo* of group therapbts in middle Europe (Bomia Croatia, Poland, Albotia, etc).
\Ye undentord your difrculties withfurding professional education otd, as a resuk, ofrer SCT Membership at no cost.

Scnd
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